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CUDA Particle System 

 A large body of water, the fire from a burning house, or a cloud of smoke from a fire, all 

of this can be done a few ways. One of the easiest ways of doing this is creating an animation 

that looks like fire or water and throwing a texture on top of it to make the animation look like 

the ocean. This is a solution to make fluid in game but if the player chooses to interact with the 

water or the fire etc... then the textured animation can adapt to what the player was hoping to see. 

The player is going to want to see a realistic version of the thing that he/she is interacting with 

such as if they walk in a body of water then the water will slosh around and react accordingly. 

The textured mesh animation can produce the same results that realistic water or fire can produce 

unless they create and use hundreds of animations and that would get extremely cost effective 

not only on the CPU but also for your memory and the storage capacity of perhaps a DVD disc 

that the game is being played off of. The way to solve this problem is instead of using a 

animation with a texture on it for water in a cup, you could fill the cup up with particles instead. 

Particles could be given multiple different properties in order to act and react like the substance 

in real life that the particles are trying to mimic in virtual life. Doing this method you could have 

your particles produce amazing realistic thing such as fire, water, blood, smoke etc... The 

possibilities for your particles are up to the math and with a great deal of variables and properties 

for your particles comes a great amount of calculations, and that is where CUDA comes in to 

compute all the particles at once. 

 

 A CPU has the capability to run and calculate many processes, but there is a limit to the 

amount that a CPU can do. With a particle system you want to see things react in real time and in 

order to do this every particle is going to have different properties such as velocity, mass, 
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collision, etc... that the CPU isn't going to be able to calculate all of these variables at the speed 

that is needed to give true results. One way the CPU can do this is by running the process and 

rendering if all over a long period of time. Think of a gallon of water and a box. Someone pours 

all the water into the box. The particles are all going to act differently from pouring and hitting 

the walls and each other. A CPU couldn't handle this all at once so it would have to render it 

before running. You would run the program and the CPU you calculate it and finish in say 5 

hours. for games things need to be in real time so we need real time results. The CPU is limited 

because of the memory and threads it can calculate on, the GPU how has more memory and 

cache available on the board in order to do all the processes it needs. The new GPU architect are 

created so that it can run multiple processes at once to give faster speeds in computing such as 

calculating pie to the nearest  1 x 10^-15. That calculation of pie would take hours because the 

CPU could only do so much of the math at once. Using Nvidia's CUDA to calculate pie you are 

able to process that calculation of pie in a matter of seconds. See this type of calculation is the 

reason why particles can be done easily on CUDA, because you are able to push multiple 

particles on different blocks of the GPU. Having the GPU calculate each individual particle, or 

depending on the amount of particles, allowing the GPU to calculate a block of particles can 

yield a result that mimics real fluid patterns. 

 

 For are project we wanted to do realistic fluid in a particle based system with DirectX. 

We first broke down what we were going to need to complete this task. First thing is to build a 

generic particle system using DirectX and C++. Second is to paralyze are particle system by 

using CUDA. The third and final step was to use an advanced algorithm such as the Navier 

Stokes method to calculate and run the particles as if they were water. 
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 We began work on the particle system and getting the frame work and everything to 

work. The particle system could create a particle and give it properties such as velocity and mass. 

We then began to work on the math since we thought that we needed to have the algorithm down 

before threading the algorithm using CUDA. We research some pseudo code for the Naiver 

Stokes method for fluid and found an algorithm that should have worked for us. We tried first to 

break it down on our own and we began to realize that there were just some parts of the math that 

we couldn't understand. We asked for help from the professor and he tried his best to give us the 

help that we needed but in the end the math just would work right for use and we didn't have the 

mathematics skills to change things to work just right for are particle system. We were stuck in a 

corner because we had a particle system but didn't have the math to make are particles act as if 

they were water. We needed to changed are project so we decided to paralyze the particle system 

that we had. We started doing paralyzing the system by running the movement over every 

particle on separate thread and then we spawn the particles in block of a number in random 

locations ex. 100 particles we will block of in 20 particle intervolves. 

 

 After paralyzing are particle system we saw that CUDA did indeed make the particle 

system calculate faster compared to the generic particle system without CUDA. We saw a huge 

performance jump when using CUDA.  When allowing for the rendering and the movement of 

the particles to all be done on the GPU instead of the CPU we did see a increase in FPS by a 

large amount. one thing to note though is the results we are going to put in this paper is the 

results of the particle system running with only texture particles and not mesh particles. The 

mesh particles didn't come close to comparing to what we could do with the textures and we 

thought that what we did could still be further optimized for even more increased performance. 
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 We made three systems of particles. The first system we made is a fireworks demo that 

renders all the particles at the beginning in the smallest cube it can in the middle and slowly 

expanse out ward. We set are benchmarking at three levels. We tried are best to see how many 

particles we could get for 60FPS, 30FPS, and 15FPS. For the fireworks at 60FPS we managed to 

get 43,681 particles on the screen at about a constant rate of 60FPS, the blocks for this was a 

11x11 multiplied by a 19x19 matrix of threads. 30FPS we managed to get 99,225 particles on the 

screen with a matrix of 14x14 x 21x21. 15FPS we managed to get 176,400 particles on the 

screen with a matrix of 21x21 x 20x20. We then tried the sphere system we made with bouncing 

balls; we expected this system to not be able to run as many particles as the last. 60FPS capped 

out at 28,224 particles with a block x thread matrix of 14x14 x 12x12. 30FPS we got 57,600 

particles rendering on the screen with a block x thread matrix of 16x16 x 15x15. Lastly 15 FPS 

with a matrix of 20x20 x 16x16 with a particle count of 102,400. Compared to the last system we 

were seeing a slow decay with systems. Are last particle systems we are doing is snow. We start 

with the snow rendering in a front of the cube and when they stick to the ground they will start to 

disperse out on the bottom face of the cube, when we turn on collision for the system the snow 

will start to render from the top corner again and when it hits the bottom face it will render again 

from the top each time chunking out the amount of particles it is rendering at so it will look like 

blocks falling and slowly look like snow is falling from the sky. For this system we managed to 

get 42,849 at 60FPS with a matrix 23x23 x 9x9. 30FPS we got about 65,025 particles with a 

15x15 x 17x17. 81,796 particles were rendering for us at 15 FPS with a 22x22 x 13x13 matrix. 

We saw a steady drop in frames and we think that has to do with the way the particles are 

dispersing and having to render. We still think again that we could optimize this code to run fast 
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but then again we are also planning on adding more and more to the systems so things will 

change based on what we add because there will be more and more for the GPU to do. Overall 

though it was a good idea to do this because we got to see the power that the GPU can push out 

and the way that future video games graphic will be running at and how they will be running. 

 

 We learned a lot from this particle system and we believe that we have enough in are 

current particle system that we can take it and do different things with it still. Adding different 

things to the system will help us such as collision .We failed at fluid because we ran out of time 

but now we can take this project and continue to try and get the fluid working. Once we get fluid 

working we can take the particle system and do anything with it such as fire and smoke. Being 

able to run different effect such as fire and smoke is something that the CPU could do without 

pre rendering and now we can do a lot with the power of CUDA and are GPU that we can create 

different systems. This is the perfect opportunity for use to take this project and learn so much 

from it and create great portfolio pieces. The knowledge that we gained and will continue to gain 

while continuing to work on the particle system and further optimizing the project will allow us 

to grow further in are engine programming and understanding what goes behind such great 

effects in the video games that are played on a regular basis. 


